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pitch perfect
Once you’ve laid the groundwork, here are five
more ways to reel in new customers with masks:

“Allow clients to experience your masks in your
retail area,” says Melanie Timms, director of marketing innovation
and education for CBI Laboratories. “Create an interactive mask
bar with display testers so that clients can touch and feel the various masks your spa retails.”

GET HANDSY

“We have a great program called Face
Facts that gives prescriptions for all skin types and conditions,” says Karen Asquith, national director of education for
G.M. Collin. “The consumer simply has their skin analyzed by
their esthetician and receives a customized masking protocol
to perfectly suit their needs.”
MAKE IT PERSONAL

“Featuring masks throughout
the spa is essential,” says Eminence Organic Skin Care’s Brian
Goodwin. “Creating ‘points of interruption’—such as a table
with clinical studies, before-and-after pictures, and a tester of
the mask you’re trying to sell—makes the client stop and explore
STOP THEM IN THEIR TRACKS

more products. Based on retail rules of thumb, the client needs
this point of interruption as well as product-specific marketing
materials at least five to seven times throughout the spa.”
“Use free samples from
vendors and offer the new mask as a complimentary upgrade to
your standard or signature treatment in order to build excitement
and demand, create fun value-add promotions that include the
mask, or put together a free sampler kit in a cute cosmetic or
organza bag,” says Pevonia’s Christian Jurist, M.D. “Be sure to
explain how to use the product for best results—how to apply,
what quantity to use, how long to leave on the skin, how to
remove, and what products follow.”

PROVIDE SOMETHING FOR NOTHING

•

BIG BUZZ
It’s a given that masks need to perform at home and in the
spa, but if you’re not also considering how they’ll perform
online, you’re missing a great opportunity to reach a wider
audience. CBI’s Melanie Timms notes that her company
has seen a big increase in mask sales across the board, a
bump she primarily attributes to demand from the growing
millennial market—a demographic with a well-documented
affinity for social media. “Mask selfies are everywhere
these days, and it doesn’t seem to be slowing down anytime
soon,” says Ashley Stowers, national educator for CelleClé
Skincare. To get in on the action, think visually. Ingredients
that offer a spark of color or bubble upon application add
flare to functionality. “Anything that has both novelty and
visual appeal will ultimately drive the retail side,” says
Timms. Go ahead, play to the crowd.
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“Offer new masks in a featured seasonal
facial,” says Krista Eichten, senior vice president of products and
service for Sanitas. “Special pricing on masks purchased in conjunction with this seasonal facial gives the esthetician the power
to offer homecare options at a value, thus boosting the average revenue per service as well as overall retail sales. This also helps guests
maintain professional results at home in between appointments.”

THINK SEASONAL

The Bright Skin Masque
from Eminence Organic Skin
Care works to reduce the
appearance of dark spots.

